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About This Game

No language text will appear in the game.
No dialogue,
Only fighting

Players need to click on the mouse and keep appearing monsters to shoot them.
100% of the bullet will hit the mouse click

Either hit the monster or hit the scene.
After hitting the monster, the monster will disappear and you will get the score.

Bullets are limited and you can't shoot all the time.
Press the right mouse button to replenish the bullet.

But it will consume magazines.

Fortunately, after hitting a monster, there is a high probability that it will drop the impeachment.
If you hit the magazine again, you can add the magazine.

According to the depth of the game, there will be different monsters.

There are 5 kinds of drop props
Will be open to the game

Bullet, ammunition
Love, restore life
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Clock, monster pause
Stars, will not hurt

Bomb, causing damage to all

Life does not increase automatically, please cherish life

Repel the system

Every monster has weaknesses
When they attack, they will be exposed

At this time, attacking weaknesses will stop them from attacking.

Occlusion system

There will be some areas in the scene that will block monsters.
The monster moves here and the body is blocked

At this time, shooting in the past, will hit the obstruction, can not hit the monster
When the monster attacks the player, it will leave the obstruction

Fractional system

After hitting the monster, you can increase the score.
Hit the big monster to get more points

Hits fail, will reduce the score
Attack by monsters will reduce the score

After the completion of a big level, the game will be saved

The game can be operated with just one mouse.
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Title: Lonely shooter
Genre: Casual
Developer:
yang1zhi
Publisher:
yang1zhi
Release Date: 16 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: WindowsR 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 capable GPU

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Danish,Ukrainian,Russian,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Turkish,Greek,Norwegian,Czech,Japanese,Polis
h,Thai,Swedish,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Romanian,Finnish,Dutch,Port
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